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We perform first-principles calculations of multiferroic Ca3CoMnO6 and evaluate the exchange cou-
pling constants using the Green’s function method. We clarify the effect of intra-chain and inter-chain
exchange interactions on magnetic stability. We find that inter-chain exchange coupling constants
are antiferromagnetic and that there are geometrical frustrations in the triangular lattices of magnetic
chains in Ca3CoMnO6. The magnetic transition temperature is evaluated using effective Hamiltonian
with calculated exchange coupling constants. We obtain the transition temperature 5.80K. The value
has the same order as that of experimentally observed.
KEYWORDS: exchange coupling constants, Ising spin, triangular lattice, frustration,
First-principles calculation, magnetic transition temperature
1. Introduction
Multiferroics having both ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties attract wide scientific inter-
ests and are expected to be applied to spintronics devices. For examples, TbMnO3, MnWO4, Ni3V2O8
and LiCuVO4 have been studied [1–4]. These materials have non-collinear antiferromagnetic spiral
structures. Unlike these multiferroics, rare-earth free Ca3CoMnO6 has collinear Ising spin structure
with strong anisotropy [5]. Ca3CoMnO6 consists of triangular lattice and Ising chains expressed by
axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model, and is thus, expected to have frustration of mag-
netic interaction.
Ca3CoMnO6 consists of spin chains in the hexagonal c direction, which form the triangular lattice
in the ab plane. Neutron powder diffraction measurements clarified that the magnetic order of the
chains (Co-Mn-Co-Mn) in the ground state of Ca3CoMnO6 was ↑↑↓↓ [5]. This order attracts scientific
interests because of the emergence of the electric polarization due to exchange striction mechanism.
On the other hand, first-principles calculations predicted that the magnetic order was ↑↓↑↓ [6].
The inconsistency of stable magnetic order is expected to originate from the fact that, previous theo-
retical calculations neglect inter-chain interactions. In addition, if there are strong antiferromagnetic
inter-chain interactions between triangular lattices, spin frustration is expected to be induced.
In this study, we clarify the stability of the spin structure of the chains. First, we perform first-
principles calculations and evaluate exchange coupling constants using the Green’s function method.
Next, the effective Hamiltonian is obtained by using exchange coupling constants. Then, we evaluate
the transition temperature of the magnetic phase transition.
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2. Computational Method
By using the OPENMX code [7], we perform first-principles electronic-structure calculations based
on the density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [8].
The norm-conserving pseudopotential method [9] is used. We use the linear combination of mul-
tiple pseudo atomic orbitals generated by a confinement scheme [10, 11]. Kohn-Sham orbitals are
expressed ψµ(r) =
∑
iα
cµ,iαφiα (r − ri) where, i is a site index and φiα is a numerical atomic orbital,
where α = (plm) is an orbital index and φiα ≡ YlmRipl. A radial wave function Ripl depends on a site
index i, a multiplicity index p and an angular momentum quantum number l. The pseudo atomic or-
bitals are expanded Ca5.0-s2p2d2f1, Co5.5-s2p2d2, Mn5.5-s2p2d2, O4.0-s2p2d1. The former num-
bers (5.0, 5,5, 4.0) are the cutoff radii (a.u.) and the latter parts (s2p2d2f1 etc.) are the number of or-
bitals for s, p, d and f composed. The detail of formulation can be found in Ref. [11]. The partial core
correction [12] is considered for all atoms. We use (4,4,4) uniform k-point mesh for self-consistent
calculations. The electron configurations of transition metal are considered to be high-spin states for
Co2+(d7, S=3/2) and Mn4+(d3, S=3/2). The exchange coupling constants are calculated by using
Green’s function methods where magnetic force theorem [13]. Applying magnetic force theorem to
non-collinear magnetic perturbation for calculated ground state, we can obtain exchange interaction
Ji j between two different site i and j as following expression Ji j = 12pi
∫ εF dεTr[ ˆG↑ij ˆVj ˆG↓ji ˆVi] where,
ˆGσi j is one particle spin-dependent Green’s function constructed from Kohn-Sham orbitals and ˆVi is
the on-site exchange interaction potential. The detail of formulation can be found in Ref. [14]. The k-
point sampling for magnetic force theorem calculation is (4,4,4). We have confirmed that calculated
exchange coupling constant varies very little if we doubled unit cell along the c-axis.
3. Crystal Structure
The K4CdCl6-type Ca3CoMnO6 under the room temperature belongs to the space group R¯3c [15].
The unit cell of the hexagonal type contains six formula units (66 atoms) and its perspective view is
shown in Fig. 1(a),(b). Experimental lattice constants are a=b= 9.1314 Å, c = 10.5817 Å [15]. Figure
1(c) atomic distances in three chains. (i), (ii) and (iii) represent index of quasi-one-dimensional Ising
spin chains of (CoMnO6)2. In Fig. 1(a), we can see that the Ising spin chains are arranged in triangular
lattices. Each chain consists of CoO6 trigonal prisms and MnO6 octahedra in c direction. The former
and latter are indicated by blue and magenta colors in Fig. 1(b). The oxygen atoms in the CoO6
trigonal prisms and the MnO6 octahedra are shared by Co and Mn.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Evaluate of Exchange Coupling Constants
4.1.1 Intra-chain Exchange Coupling Constants
In order to reveal the magnetic interaction in the intra-chain, we calculate exchange coupling
constants between magnetic atoms using the Green’s function method. We define the nearest neighbor
exchange coupling constant as JCo−Mn1 , the next nearest neighbor exchange coupling constant between
Co atoms as JCo−Co2 and the next nearest neighbor exchange coupling constant between Mn atoms as
JMn−Mn2 in intra-chain. We find that J
Co−Mn
1 is larger than J2, and J
Co−Mn
1 is antiferromagnetic as
shown in Table I. Therefore, ↑↓↑↓ order is stable. This result agrees with our first-principles total
energy calculations and the previous first-principles calculation [6].
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Fig. 1. (a) Crystal structure of [001] direction. (i), (ii) and (iii) represent quasi-one-dimensional Ising spin
chains of (CoMnO6)2. (b) Crystal structure of [110] direction. (c) Atomic distances between magnetic atoms.
Table I. Calculated intra-chain exchange coupling constants (meV).
Magnetic structure JCo−Mn1 J
Co−Co
2 J
Mn−Mn
2
(distance Å) (2.65) (5.30) (5.30)
AFM(↑↓↑↓) -2.15 -0.08 0.19
4.1.2 Inter-chain Exchange Coupling Constants
We calculate the inter-chain exchange coupling constants between magnetic atoms. As shown in
1(c), we define the nearest neighbor exchange coupling constant as J′Co−Mn1 , the next nearest neighbor
exchange coupling constant between Co atoms as J′Co−Co2 , the next nearest neighbor exchange cou-
pling constant between Mn atoms as J′Mn−Mn2 , the third nearest neighbor exchange coupling constant
between Co atoms as J′Co−Co3 , the third nearest neighbor exchange coupling constant between Mn
atoms as J′Mn−Mn3 and the fourth neighbor exchange coupling constant as J
′Co−Mn
4 in inter-chain. As
shown in Table II, exchange coupling constants are antiferromagnetic except for J′Co−Co2 . In particular,
the magnitude of J′Mn−Mn2 is the largest exchange coupling constant in the inter-chain. Furthermore,
the magnitude of J′Mn−Mn2 is larger than that of intra-chain next nearest neighbor J
Mn−Mn
2 . Therefore,
it is necessary to consider inter-chain exchange coupling constants.
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Table II. Calculated inter-chain exchange coupling constants (meV).
Magnetic structure J′Co−Mn1 J
′Co−Co
2 J
′Mn−Mn
2 J
′Co−Co
3 J
′Mn−Mn
3 J
′Co−Mn
4
(distance Å) (5.35) (5.56) (5.56) (6.34) (6.34) (6.87)
AFM(↑↓↑↓) -0.03 0.01 -0.43 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02
4.2 Effective Hamiltonian
In order to study the energetics of all the possible spin configurations within the crystallographic
unit cell, we define the effective Hamiltonian as follows
He f f = Hintra +Hinter , (1)
Hintra = −
∑
i< j
JCo−Mn1 σiσ j −
∑
k<l
JCo−Co2 σkσl −
∑
k′<l′
JMn−Mn2 σk′σl′ , (2)
Hinter = −
∑
i< j
J′Co−Mn1 σiσ j −
∑
k<l
J′Co−Co2 σkσl −
∑
k′<l′
J′Mn−Mn2 σk′σl′
−
∑
m<n
J′Co−Co3 σmσn −
∑
m′<n′
J′Mn−Mn3 σm′σn′ −
∑
i′< j′
J′Co−Mn4 σi′σ j′ , (3)
where σ denote ±1, i.e., classical Ising spin.
4.3 Total Energy of the Magnetic Structure
To evaluate the ground state, we consider triangular lattices of the spin chains in the crystal-
lographic unit cell. Each spin chain consists of the periodic four magnetic atoms (Co-Mn-Co-Mn).
Then, there are 12 magnetic atoms in the unit cell. By using the above Hamiltonian eqs.(1) - (3),
we calculate the total energy (T=0) of 4096(= 212) spin configurations which are all possible spin
configurations in the crystallographic unit cell. In the most stable structure, the spin configurations
three chains are ↑↓↑↓ as shown in Fig.2(a). This result agrees with our first-principles total energy
calculations. Fig.2(b) is the magnetic structure where the chain (iii) is shifted to next site compared
to Fig.2(a). Total energy of Fig.2(b) becomes +3.16 meV/f.u. higher energy than Fig.2(a). This is due
to the strong interchain exchange interactions.
As for the ↑↑↓↓ spin configurations, Fig.2(c) is experimentally observed magnetic structure. The
magnetic order ↑↑↓↓(Fig.2(c)) has +3.90 meV/f.u. higher energy than the most stable magnetic struc-
ture (Fig.2(a)). Due to the strong interchain exchange interactions, this ↑↑↓↓ spin configurations in
Fig.2(c) also change there energies decrease/increase up to -0.28meV/f.u./+1.64meV/f.u. if we shift
the spin along the chain. Figure 3 shows, density of magnetic states, degeneracy of magnetic states
on total energy differences obtained from eqs.(1) - (3) in all magnetic structures. 4096 spin configu-
rations are classified into 187 groups by energy and symmetry. We find that the energy distribution
of 4096 spin configurations in narrow. In particular, the energies of 1094 spin configurations are less
than the energy of experimentally observed spin configuration, 3.90meV/f.u., which is indicated by
a dotted line in Fig.3. This is because the magnetic frustration in the triangular lattice of spin chains
due to antiferromagnetic coupling. This feature may be the origin of untrue long-range order nature
reported by neutron diffraction measurements in Ca3CoMnO6 [5].
4.4 Transition Temperature with Exact Enumeration
The method of exact enumeration in statistical physics is a typical method to evaluate the parti-
tion function of the simple model [16]. To evaluate the transition temperature, we first calculate the
partition function Z by using calculated total energy differences. Then, we calculate expectation value
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Fig. 2. (a) The magnetic structure of the ground state calculated by the effective Hamiltonian. (b) The chain
(iii) is shifted to next site compared to Fig.2(a). (c) The experimentally observed structure. The black box is
the unit cell of Ca3CoMnO6.
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Fig. 3. The energy difference vs. the degeneracy factor. The vertical axis is the number of the magnetic
structure comprising the same energy difference. The dotted line shows the energy of experimentally observed
spin configuration (Fig.2(c)).
of energy 〈E〉 and specific heat 〈C〉. The formulas are Z =
4096∑
i
exp
(
−
Ei
kBT
)
, 〈E〉 =
4096∑
i
Ei exp
(
−
Ei
kBT
)
Z
and 〈C〉 = 〈E
2〉−〈E〉2
kBT , where kB is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The results are shown in
Fig.4. Then we estimate magnetic transition temperature from result of calculated specific heat. We
estimate the transition temperature by finding the maximum point of the specific heat. The calculated
magnetic transition temperature Tc = 5.80 K is the same order of magnitude with experimental Tc =
16.5K [5].
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Fig. 4. The energy expectation and the specific heat by the partition function with exact enumeration. The
maximum point of the specific heat is 5.80K.
5. Summary
We perform first-principles calculations of Ca3CoMnO6 and evaluate the exchange coupling con-
stants using the Green’s function method. We clarify that considering inter-chain exchange coupling
constants are substantial. The inter-chain exchange coupling constants are mostly antiferromagnetic
and the largest one exceeds second nearest neighbor intra-chain exchange interaction. This interchain
antiferromagnetic coupling causes the frustration in the triangular lattice of spin chain. We calculate
4096 total energies using Ising Hamiltonian with the exchange coupling constants. We find that a
large number of magnetic structures distribute in a narrow energy range. This is due to the frustration
in triangular lattice of spin chain induced by antiferromagnetic interchain coupling. We estimate the
transition temperature by using the partition function and obtain Tc = 5.80 K. The magnetic transi-
tion temperature has the same order as that of experimentally observed Tc (16.5 K). Nevertheless, the
ground state in our result is not agreement with experimentally result. Both the ground state and the
transition temperature depend on the exchange coupling constants. Hence, we try other methods to
include the exchange correlation effect such as LDA+U, LDA+DMFT [14, 17] which are more reli-
able than the GGA to obtain exchange coupling constants. We also should confirm the convergence
the cell-size dependence of the exchange coupling constants when we use magnetic force theorem.
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